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DESERT OF AGAFAY
A breathtaking landscape made of hard 
sand dunes and soft rocky ground just 30 
minutes away from Marrakech’ Airport.
This mineral desert is spreading over 20 
kilometers with surprising microclimate at 
the foot of the Atlas Mountain.

A real invitation to travel through the light’s 
changing from dawn to dusk with the 
natural splendour of Toubkal peaks as a 
backdrop..

INARA CAMP
In the middle of a vast field of 10 hectars 
of lands, Inara Camp was conceived and 
designed by its Founder Vincent Jaquet 
with high attention to details and in two 
sections: the first one in the upper part of 
the camp as a restaurant for non-resident 
clients. Down below the bivouac part, the 
magical setting for a unique & authentic 
accommodation experience in the desert. 

The camp remains intimate and respects 
the tranquility of everyone in the realization 
of a unique desert dream.

LVDS LES VENTS DU SUD
INARA Camp is a Lifestyle concept 
introduced by Vincent Jaquet also founder 
of LVDS.
He is a passionate and leader of the Desert 
with an experience over than 16 yeas in the 
creation of luxury bivouacs and tailor-made 
experiences in hidden corners of Morocco 
with his team all from the Sahara (South 
of Morocco) , a real soul that makes this 
experience a unique one.
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PHOTOS LINK

VIDEOS LINK

https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipMDMoCG9NuTF6y0xnnAik_USym5L4tx6JC6CcRrBRZhFXVaSRP6QWHcp-YAfT27mQ?key=ZXpLUzI3cF9CcDcxXzE5ZWJuUWl4WXY1MkhLZ0FR
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3WfQ2lLKxkJZzRX2QFSJvQ
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OUR VALUES

Because we live in a world where thinking about ecology and protecting the environment are key priorities, INARA CAMP chose its 
partners based on their environmental stewardship.

We offer a various and original concepts based on a bespoke desert adventure (Yoga morning wakeup, relaxing or dynamic massage in 
the silent Agafay, stargazling …

Our team members share with you their knowledge on a daily baisis and put the human aspect at the core of the experience..

CEO-Founder
Mr Vincent JAQUET
00212 608 015 015
vincent@lvdstravel.com

Reservations
Mr Abdou BOULHNA
00212 (0) 662 842 846

Reservations
Mr Daoud Aït Mouna
00212 (0) 524 204 973

E-mail : contact@inaracamp.com
Website : www.inaracamp.com

CEO-Founder
Mr Vincent JAQUET
+212 608 015 015
vincent@lvdstravel.com

Booking
Mr Abdou BOULHNA
+212  662 842 846

Mr Daoud Aït Mouna
+212 524 204 973

E-mail : contact@inaracamp.com
Site Web : www.inaracamp.com

Karima ZEKRI
+212 662 013 559 
sales@inaracamp.com

Hélène PERISSE
+212 671 510 057 
sales1@inaracamp.com

Sales
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1 À 9
Emotion Tents

1 À 6
Discovery tent

Entrance
Parking

* Suite Inara tent
 with private pergola

Restaurant
     LE CERCLE

Lounge Tent

Desert Lagoon
(pool)

Cactés Garden

Pergola jaune

Pergola Kitchen

Nomade Tent

Présentation Inara CampPrésentation Inara Camp Vue globale
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1 À 9
Tentes Emotion

1 À 6
Tentes D couverte

Arriv e
Parking

* Suite Inara
avec pergola priv e

Restaurant
     LE CERCLE

Tentes du repos

Lagon du desert

Jardin des cact s

Pergola jaune

Pergola Cuisine

Tente Nomade
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TENTS

Accommodation consists of 3 SUITES INARA tents with a 36m2 
terrace, 9 EMOTION tents and 6 DISCOVERY tents. All designed 
and decorated in a luxurious simplicity around the adventure and 
expedition theme in a luxurious simplicity and best of Moroccan 
handicraft.

Our tents offer unimaginable comfort and have the following
equipments :

• King-size bed (cotton linen and duvet adapted to the season)
• Salon
• Desk
• Separate bathroom and shower (hot water), English style toilet.
•  Organic welcome amenities «Les Sens de Marrakech» with orange
  blossom, Argan oil soap, hair dryer
• Additional bed for adult or child in certain tents categories.
• Imported wood-burning stoves for a unique energy comfort
• Air coolers by evaporation in summer.
• Refined lighting (electricity 24 hours a day)

For Suite Inara tent category :
• Terrace with double living room and sun bed
• Private outdoor pergola with garden
• Dedicated butler service

For Emotion tent category :
• Terrace with outdoor lounge
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THE DESERT LAGOON
Nestled in the middle of nowhere, a unique 
and exclusive concept built according to 
Bio-design model. The pool is perfectly 
integrated in the grounds, without cement 
ormetal structure, it’s a porous resinmixed 
with sand and quartz. This concept gives 
the feeling of being on a real sandy beach. 
Due to its Eco-responsible virtue, the pool 
seems to be a natural source surrounded by 
the setting of the camp to match a perfect 
desert lifestyle. The pool can be heated in 
season.
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CULINARY EXPERIENCE
Our Chef, Mustafa, enjoys cooking the best 
of local products to serve a traditional and 
festive cuisine. 

You can explore a range of flavours in our 
restaurants:

LES TERRASSES D’AGAFAY
For  an unforgettable dining experience 
under the magical setting of our tent, 
either for couples or families (a dedicated 
swimming pool in progress)

LE SOUKOUNE
Ideal location for lunch or dinner under a 
private tent with outstanding views on the 
desert and Atlas Mountain.

Create unforgettable memories for your 
team in a place that cultivates a difference 
in the purest tradition of Moroccan 
hospitality
A 13 hectare event space
50 tents, on the expedition adventure 
theme, high standard comfort with king 
size bed, bathroom with separate toilets. 
They will stand by the outside pool and will 
offer a stunning view on the desert and the 
Atlas mountains.

Inara Camp Presentation Culinairy Experience

CULINARY EXPERIENCE
Our Chef, Mustafa, enjoys cooking the best 
of local products to serve a traditional and 
festive cuisine. 

You can explore a range of flavours in our 
restaurants:

LES TERRASSES D’AGAFAY
For  an unforgettable dining experience 
under the magical setting of our tent, 
either for couples or families (a dedicated 
swimming pool in progress)

LE SOUKOUNE
Ideal location for lunch or dinner under a 
private tent with outstanding views on the 
desert and Atlas Mountain.
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ACTIVITIES BY INARA CAMP

Our dedicated and experienced team 
members bring their knowledge for a 
tailor-made adventure in a total respect 
for the populations, fauna and flora of the 
surrounding nature:
Trekking, quad & buggy, camel or horse 
riding, water sports (few minutes away)
on Takerkoust lake, lunch in a local berber 
house, petanque… cooking classes, yoga, 
stargazing…

The experience of our activities starts from 
the Camp.

Our partners are from Agafay region 
selected based on trust, professionnalism, 
quality and seriousness.

Breeding of our animal is guaranteed under 
the best conditions (vaccine, treatments, 
insurance).

Activities by INARA Camp

,
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OUR WANDERS

CAMEL RIDE
Experience a camel ride at sunset, a private 
trip of about 40 minutes with your guide, the 
best way to listen to the silence of the desert 
and to capture memorable moments.

HORSE RIDE
For a half or full day, enjoy our private 
experience, in a collaboration with 
equestrian firm: riding Arabic horses, 
galopping in the wide areas of the stony 
desert hair blowing in the wind for unique 
feel of liberty

QUAD
Explore the stony desert and touch natural 
beauty from the top of your quad with our 
specializd guide.

OUR HIKES

TREKKING DAY
Our signature experience, perfectly deigned 
to enjoy an exclusive moment through a 
gentle walk with our team and camel for 
an authentic desert discovery followed by 
a ‘picnic-chic’ with the exceptional views of 
the canyon..

TREKKING WITH CAMEL
A gentle walk adapted to your level, starting 
from the camp at 10.00 am in the company 
of camel and camel drivers to appreciate 
the breathtaking landscapes of the desert, 
a gourmet break in the canyon and return 
around 4 p.m.   

TREKKING WITH GUIDE
Discovery for lovers of outdoor walks, with 
our experienced guide to better admire the
charm of the desert.

OUR ADVENTURES

BUGGY
Explore our buggy can AM, a vehicle with 
high horse power with 1000cc for a real 
sensation of fun and comfort. This adventure 
is scheduled with a professional guide.

BIKE TOURS
Live the adventure in the heart of the Agafay 
desert and enjoy marvelous scenery. 
Professionals, amateurs or beginners, no 
matter your level of experience our friendly  
guides will assist you along the journey with 
bikes and equipments adapted to your 
needs.

SAFARI
A refreshing day for your mind full of 
simplicity and beautiful encounter.
Enjoy the marvelous contrasts between the 
desert aridity and lush Atlas Mountain with 
our 4x4 Safari and explore the authenticity 
of Morocco.
Meet with the berber soul while enjoying a 
traditional Lunch in local house.

Activities by INARA Camp
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Entertainment

To complete your experience at Inara Camp, 
we offer a large choice of entertainment : 
Folklore (traditionnal local bands), dancers, 
Henné tatoo, Moroccan tea ceremony, Dj, 
light & sound…

Our transfers

Our transfers are organized in complete 
safety, our vehicule do have local authorities 
agreement. We provide shuttle servie or 
private car transfers combing luxury  and 
comfort.
Our transfers can be personalized and 
extended to exclusive experiences.
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Unique moments
   in a dreamy place

At Inara Camp, anything is possible...

Immortalize your experience with 
personnalized shooting session, starting 
from preparation (traditionnal outfit, 
make-up & hair styling...) to completion 
(Private transfer, photo & video / drone…)

At Inara Camp, everything is possible...


